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Applications from space for users on Earth

It's all about Connectivity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The future of business in space. This is the topic of today’s event. To give us some perspective, I would like to start with a couple of eye openers:The global space industry is expected to triple in the next 20 years to reach more than $1 trillion by 2040Space startups received a record $15B in financing in 2021 - nearly double the previous record in 2020At least 17,700 jobs have been created and maintained in Europe as a direct result of the investment. Space spending ripples out to support the whole economy. All the money invested in space is spent on Earth.What do these figures tell us? They teach us that private investment has become a driving force of the space economy, and that the appetite of private investors in the space sector – including Europe´s space sector – is insatiable.The space industry is going through a paradigm shift. New Space has been propelling the sector into a new era, and now Fast Space is driving the acceleration of our industry, which is shifting towards innovation, security, and sustainability, and the ability to rapidly go to market. To strengthen its leadership and its autonomy in this now fast-moving sector, Europe needs to flex its industrial muscles. As much as we collaborate with our major industrial actors, Europe also needs to provide strong support to new space players, so they can fast-track the conversion of their innovative ideas into successful businesses - and contribute to bolster Europe’s competitive edge at the global level.It is the European Space Agency’s mission and ambition, in collaboration with Member States and space stakeholders in Europe, to provide the basis, frame and motor for Europe’s space ventures to be amongst the best in the world. This is why ESA and its member states invest in the next-generation of the space economy, offering a springboard to space startups, astropreneurs and emerging companies.Together, we are accelerating the use of space in Europe and beyond.  



Connecting Europe globally 
Space part of Global Data Economy for a Sustainable Future  

Industry & business
Mobility, Energy, Climate, 
Health, Finance,  
Education, Entertainment

Citizens
Always on, everywhere 
Digital equality

Governments
Secure, resilient, 
autonomous

Underpinned by a responsible use of space for a sustainable future

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we discuss the role of business in the future of the space sector, we are talking about the corner stone and centre piece of our strategy at the European Space Agency. Driving innovation and entrepreneurship to propel European space into new orbits is the essence of our engagement.The mission of my directorate, Telecommunications and Integrated Applications, is to leverage space for our economies, industries, governments, and societies. Our mission lies on three main pillars: connectivity, security, and sustainability.Connectivity. When we say connected, we mean fully-digitalised, through space- and Earth-bound smart solutions.We build the brain in the sky, with nerves and muscles on Earth. We drive solutions in traffic, climate, food, health, education, data security, and more.Security. We provide next-gen security for European institutions, government and citizens. Without European technological leadership, there is no security.Sustainability. This is a question of energy efficiency and the use of our resources. There is no connectivity, no safety and no sustainability on Earth without sustainability and safety in space.      These pillars are supported by a dual principle: innovation and go-to-market.We fuel innovation, we support industry, entrepreneurs, and startups, we drive the development of space technologies and their translation into viable and value-adding applications and business models on Earth.We are working on delivering a key ambition of the European Space Agency’s Agenda 2025 – driving commercial space activities.Through our ESA ARTES (Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems) Partnership Projects, we enable the space industry in Europe to succeed in the highly competitive global market for telecommunication networks and solutions. Built on almost three decades of success in ESA’s ARTES, the programme creates jobs and prosperity in Europe by fostering innovation that helps European space companies succeed in competitive global markets. The ARTES programme transforms industrial investment in R&D into successful commercial products and services by offering varying degrees of business advice and financial support to projects at different levels of maturity.Every €1M invested in ESA’s ARTES programme generates €3.4M in industry revenues, according to independent consultants. This is predicted to increase to €9.8M by 2025, supporting daily life on Earth.



Space Part of the Solution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
R3As the directorate leading R3, TIA will develop a Rapid and Resilient Crisis Response: R3 will interconnect and unite space and Earth-based assets. R3 is a distributed, intelligent Earth-Space infrastructure, acting as ONE. It elevates space to become an integral and indispensable part of a solution, which interconnects and unites space and Earth-based assets.   Enabling security stakeholders to ensure rapid provision of information, and quick response to climate-induced and other crises facing Europe. We are also working on ensuring resilient availability and functioning of space infrastructure on which Europe’s economy and society relies for day-to-day life.Benefitting citizens by providing increased resilience to the impacts of climate change and geopolitical instability, thereby reducing loss of life and cost to society and economy. It also aims to contribute to the improvement of governmental services, enhanced security of critical infrastructures (both physical and digital), and the protection of resources.Benefitting European competitiveness in Earth Observation and satellite communications (including for New Space actors) and helping ensure a sustainable supply chain on the continent. Moreover, the design of the system’s common architecture will be decided in cooperation with European industry and other stakeholders.Rapid & Resilience - RHEALast week, ESA announced we will support a 3-year partnership programme with RHEA Group, demonstrating the end-to-end applicability of quantum key distribution (QKD) to secure operational business applications.The project’s five pilot use case demonstrations will cover three continents and will make use of hybrid ground-satellite QKD channels. It will complement major ESA projects with the EU and our European programmes for safety and security. The project will serve the European Union’s aspirations of digital and strategic autonomy, creating real-life operational demonstrations helping the assessment of technology and security compliance, identifying future policy requirements.This project highlights the importance of our public-private partnerships with European industry and international partners (in this case the Singapore Office for Space Technology and Industry), helping us develop QKD solutions that respond to real-life requirements and allow us to go to market with viable and competitive business and commercial proposals.Cybersecurity - Eagle-1In addition, we announced our support alongside the European Commission for an SES-led consortium of 20 European companies for the design, development, launch and operation of the Eagle-1 satellite-based end-to-end system for secure QKD, enabling in-orbit validation and demonstration of next-generation European cyber-security.In today’s increasingly interconnected world, keeping information secure is paramount for institutions, industry and citizens. Robust encryption keys as well as technologies enabling their secure distribution are vital to this endeavour.Through this partnership, ESA are enabling the European space industry to succeed and thrive by federating industry around large-scale programmes, achieving competitive leaps forward and maintaining European leadership in space.
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Responding to Europe’s connectivity needs   
2.4 B€  over 4 Programmes at CM22 

Moonlight - 225 M€ Civil Security from Space - 100M€

6

ARTES 4.0  - 1.400 M€ Secure Connectivity - 750M€

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Core Narrative: Tele & TA is critical infrastructure and a foundational component of European competitiveness and autonomy. Breakthrough technologies like Quantum, 6G give Europe a leading commercial edge and increase security. ARTES 4.0 Strategic  Programme Lines Systems and Services for Safety and Security5G, 6G and Green ConnectivityOptical and Quantum CommunicationARTES 4.0 Generic Programme Lines Future PreparationCore CompetitivenessPartnership ProjectsBusiness Applications and Space Solutions XLARTES 4.0 allows ESA to benefit from the most commercial sector of the space economy, as well as helps drive additional private investmentGenerates above €300 million per year in matched private co-investment from its partners€1.3 billion of private investment in total through ARTES 4.0Public investment currently returns €3.4 for every €1 invested by MSBy 2025, projected to increase to nearly €10 generated for every €1 of public investmentOf the €600 million MS investment in the three Strategic Programme Lines is expected to create over €4.8 billion in GVA by 2025 ESA Programme Related to EU Secure Connectivity SpacedomeEU legislative proposal issuedPPP(s) between EC & private consortiums to deliver services based on existing and new assetsESA resolution approved at March Council ESA to partner with EC-selected consortium(s) for development and validation of new infrastructure, through industry co-funded Partnership ProjectsEC-ESA Contribution Agreement under discussionMoonlight (TIA, NAV, HRE)Connecting Earth and Moon: Lunar Communication and Navigation Services Dedicated constellation around MoonService development – ESA anchor customerDevelopment of private and public usersCM22: 255 M€, CM25: 345 M€The first step in ensuring a sustainable lunar presence Supporting lunar missions and operations even on the far side of the moon, with Earth and other Lunar mission on the Lunar south polesEnabling more member states to conduct lunar missions by lowering operations costsExploring the possibilities of the lunar economyWith data speeds connecting the Moon and Earth of eventually several hundreds of megabits per second Allowing for advanced real-time communications and navigations operations (e.g. remote rover operation, lunar landing)Civil Security from Space (TIA, EOP)Stepped approach to new capabilities by 2027 and federated system by 2035Richer fusion of space and non-space data, on-demand, and effective interactionFirst step to R3 acceleratorCM22: 150 M€More optimistic message:Ensuring European strategic independence whilst maintaining Europe as a global leader in humanitarian action Combining and coordinating our assets data types in emergency situations will enable prevention or reduce response times and in doing so save livesIncreases security, combination of ground and space resources = inbuilt resilience, minimising crisis impacts and their human and economic costsMore urgency based message:Natural disasters were predicted to have cost €260 billion in 2021 and led to the displacement of 10s of millions of people Increase in the frequency and severity of crisis both natural and security issues requires an enhanced European response to protect citizens and reduce economic impacts from crisisCombining data sources into a coordinated network provides enhanced predictive capabilities, a more rapid response and, resilient contingency against hostile actors/cyber attacks
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ARTES DNA

Strong commercial 
industrial base

Team up with full space value chain 
& verticals

Well-established 
Partnership Projects 
(co-funding scheme)

Innovation, disruption of 
technologies and services

Facilitate 
access to capital

Collective 
Intelligence network

ARTES
Guaranteed return of 1
Intellectual property to 

industry
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A Decade of Successes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A decades of successes !27 satellites in-orbit till 2010�23 satellites in development
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ARTES 4.0 CM22 - Partnership Projects

9

Novacom 1  & Novacom 2

12 satellites sold  already- Development Continues 

Flexibility – Performance – Competitiveness and 
manage Obsolescence

Hummingsat

Micro GEO 
New product line
Micro geostationary satellites 
High throughput satellite, up to 40 Gb/sec

LEO Next Generation

Develop commercially-driven generic LEO 
satellite European solutions

AIDAN NEXT
Ground  & space segment elements for 
GEO satcom systems  and ubiquitous 
internet connectivity

Project Green
New, open-architecture and sustainable 
LEO constellation, multi mission capabilities 

Software Driven Satellites – Sustainable Platforms 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Novacom 1 		Deployable and Pointing System EHP, ONESAT ENHANCED DEPLOYABLE PANEL RADIATOR EHP via CC Hummingsat Opportunity : 	Power/battery TAS-BAIDAN NEXT:		  



ARTES 4.0 CM22 - Industry competitiveness

W-Band Flat Antennas Digital Processor

Core Competitiveness

AI, Cloud 

Health & Social Care

Comms to 
smartphones Transport & 

LogisticsEnvironment 
& Wildlife

>600 
Activities 
2016-21

Business Applications 
& Space Solutions

Agriculture, Forestry 
& Fishing

Energy & Utilities

Safety & Security

Enables disruptive technology & products 

CM22 Introduction of Hubs 
Accelerating product/applications developments and 

demonstrations- Upstream  & Downstream 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ST Engineering Cound based Non Geo 5G CBH Technology CYGNI -NG-BROADCAST PLATFORMCOSMOS – CooM SYSTEN FOR MULTI ORBOT GSSAT  ADSL:SATELLITE SERVICES AGGREGATION PLATFORM (NEXAT SAP)EHP:MULTI-SCALE HEAT PIPE NETWORK FOR ACTIVE ANTENNASMULTI-CORE TWO-PHASE SADDLE FOR LOOP HEAT PIPESTAS:XEO AVIONICS CENTRALIZED EQUIPMENT AND HIGH POWER UNIT ( 14 ME)DIGITAL CONTROLLER FOR POWER MANAGEMENT (DCPM)PCDU CONSTELLATIONPVA CONSTELLATION ANTWERP SPACE The objective of COSMOS is to develop a satellite communications ground segment solution capable of operating in multi-orbit (e.g. MEO/LEO/GEO) configuration and targeting multi-market segments.  BASS EXAMPLESSMART AIRPORTS- SPACE-BASED SERVICES FOR SMART AIRPORTS (BE) DP ( Osacr SA, Geo solutions and  iNstitute Scientific de service PublicAUTONOMOUS ICE SHIPPING- SeaFRA NVVERIFIED AIS DATA FOR PORT AUTOMATION- IMDC. International Marine and Dredging Consultants, VITO VL.INST.TECHN.ONDERZOEKURBAN GREEN SPACES ANALYTICS TOOL- B-Kode



ARTES 4.0 Strategic Programme Lines 

5G/6G 
Sustainable Connectivity 

Safety & Security 
Space System

Quantum & Optical

R&D & Innovation
Incubation & Application
Institutions & Industry

Partners of Member States
Partners of Industry
Partners of Europe

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do we mean when we say ‘commercialization’? Our drive for the commercialisation of space relies on two elements: on the one hand, the necessity to instil entrepreneurial momentum, inject private capital and help making good business cases; and on the other hand, the need to win public institutions as anchor customers of the systems they help finance at the top of the funnel.Commercialization means: go to market. It does not mean the privatisation of space but the fulfilment of public and private interests in space. The space sector has been in dual use since its birth - a domain of both public and private interests and players, institutional and civilian applications. Commercialization means targeting both markets: public and private, institutional, and entrepreneurial.You can now easily see how deeply intertwined these two vectors are. We will only be able to accelerate when we bundle our forces, bolster Research and Development, launch pilots, projects, and programmes, and respond to commercial as well as institutional demands.ESA is in an ideal position to orchestrate that and spin the public-private space flywheel.My Telecommunications and Integrated Applications directorate has been at the forefront of connecting Member States and governments with the commercial sector for many years, and as such has pioneered interactions of public institutions with private capital. Over the years, we have developed one of the world's largest business incubation networks, with over 60 hubs and thousands of startups created across Europe. The European Space Agency acts as a dynamic acceleration agent, a matchmaker between public interests and private investments. We liaise public objectives for our economy and society with private investors for their sharpened view of business models and viability. We build bridges, we instil momentum, we collaborate with entrepreneurs and companies that will shape the future of European New and Fast Space.Here are just some of the examples of how our space ambitions and activities always tie back to business opportunities on Earth :
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ARTES 4.0 Strategic Programme Lines
CM22 Partnership Projects

SAGA

GEO

LEO

OGS
Network

HydRON
Optical backbone in Space1st Gen Euro QCI Space Segment

Sunrise phase 3
Pre-commercial deployment

Very Low latency for 
5G/6G services 

Next Gen Quantum 
Satellites

Increased System Capacity

Service based on entangled 
photons 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next Gen QKD: QinetiQ Opportunity 



Iris brings greener, more sustainable aviation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IrisWe apply the same knowhow and innovative power to land, air and sea.Iris is a project with Inmarsat to design, implement & validate space-based datalink based on aviation Air Traffic Control requirements to modernise and digitise the aviation industry, bringing connectivity to planes.Iris represents a win-win solution: airlines will harness more sustainable flights, reducing excess fuel with a consequent reduction of costs as well as passengers will experience less delays and better service with a lower footprint for their air-travel.Aligning with Green Deal: it will enable decarbonisation of our sky saving up to 10% of Aviation CO2 emission.Pre-commercial flights starting Nov 2022 and Certification of Iris Services starting now and planned beginning 2023. easyJet will be the First Airline Partner for Iris Programme, unlocking the environmental and operational benefits of the initiative.



ESA Programme related to EU Secure Connectivity
Teaming up with EC and partnering with industry for a more secure and sovereign Europe

Strong security, resilience and autonomy requirements 

Industry is the design authority 

ESA Programme – Development and Validation Functional End to End System 

Preliminary Market Consultation  

• Strong interest from Industry demonstrated by the large number of early responses received to PMC

• Need for an ambitious Space Based Development & Validation Programme confirmed 

• More than 30 full responses expected by 7 October

• EC and ESA defining together a coordinated procurement process

• ITT expected ~ March 2023 
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Catalyse innovative ideas – User driven, industry led 

Accelerate the use of space:  innovative use-cases 
and open new market opportunities 

Partnership projects, product development, IOV/IOD
Demonstration of applications 

Civil Security from Space
R&D and Innovation for Civil Protection 

22 RFIs responses
Industry Day - 31 Oct  2022 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(e.g., on-demand fusion of EO data, telemetry data, mobile network data, OSINT analytics of social media driving AI based inference and decision support)
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Civil Security  from Space  as a seed  for 
ESA Rapid and Resilient Crisis Response (R3) 

 Disaster  and crises has an enormous cost to human 
life, to the economy and to our planet 

 Opportunity for satellite services and applications to 
be part of a solution providing added value in risk 
management and response

 R3 System Study: 
Belgian industry helping to bring a distributed     

intelligent Earth  to Space Infrastructure to reality! 
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Responding to Europe’s connectivity needs   
2.4 B€  over 4 Programmes at CM22 

Moonlight - 225 M€ Civil Security from Space - 100M€

19

ARTES 4.0  - 1.400 M€ Secure Connectivity - 750M€

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Core Narrative: Tele & TA is critical infrastructure and a foundational component of European competitiveness and autonomy. Breakthrough technologies like Quantum, 6G give Europe a leading commercial edge and increase security. ARTES 4.0 Strategic  Programme Lines Systems and Services for Safety and Security5G, 6G and Green ConnectivityOptical and Quantum CommunicationARTES 4.0 Generic Programme Lines Future PreparationCore CompetitivenessPartnership ProjectsBusiness Applications and Space Solutions XLARTES 4.0 allows ESA to benefit from the most commercial sector of the space economy, as well as helps drive additional private investmentGenerates above €300 million per year in matched private co-investment from its partners€1.3 billion of private investment in total through ARTES 4.0Public investment currently returns €3.4 for every €1 invested by MSBy 2025, projected to increase to nearly €10 generated for every €1 of public investmentOf the €600 million MS investment in the three Strategic Programme Lines is expected to create over €4.8 billion in GVA by 2025 ESA Programme Related to EU Secure Connectivity SpacedomeEU legislative proposal issuedPPP(s) between EC & private consortiums to deliver services based on existing and new assetsESA resolution approved at March Council ESA to partner with EC-selected consortium(s) for development and validation of new infrastructure, through industry co-funded Partnership ProjectsEC-ESA Contribution Agreement under discussionMoonlight (TIA, NAV, HRE)Connecting Earth and Moon: Lunar Communication and Navigation Services Dedicated constellation around MoonService development – ESA anchor customerDevelopment of private and public usersCM22: 255 M€, CM25: 345 M€The first step in ensuring a sustainable lunar presence Supporting lunar missions and operations even on the far side of the moon, with Earth and other Lunar mission on the Lunar south polesEnabling more member states to conduct lunar missions by lowering operations costsExploring the possibilities of the lunar economyWith data speeds connecting the Moon and Earth of eventually several hundreds of megabits per second Allowing for advanced real-time communications and navigations operations (e.g. remote rover operation, lunar landing)Civil Security from Space (TIA, EOP)Stepped approach to new capabilities by 2027 and federated system by 2035Richer fusion of space and non-space data, on-demand, and effective interactionFirst step to R3 acceleratorCM22: 150 M€More optimistic message:Ensuring European strategic independence whilst maintaining Europe as a global leader in humanitarian action Combining and coordinating our assets data types in emergency situations will enable prevention or reduce response times and in doing so save livesIncreases security, combination of ground and space resources = inbuilt resilience, minimising crisis impacts and their human and economic costsMore urgency based message:Natural disasters were predicted to have cost €260 billion in 2021 and led to the displacement of 10s of millions of people Increase in the frequency and severity of crisis both natural and security issues requires an enhanced European response to protect citizens and reduce economic impacts from crisisCombining data sources into a coordinated network provides enhanced predictive capabilities, a more rapid response and, resilient contingency against hostile actors/cyber attacks



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ConclusionLet me conclude. Connectivity is the centrepiece, the keystone of our digital economy and society. The arrival of big data, of super, cloud and edge computing; the creation of virtual networks with high performant and smart optical and quantum overlays, the strong combination of cutting-edge hard- and software in space and on Earth; and the overarching need for secure, resilient, and sustainable systems: all this poses major new challenges in front of us.Europe has a strong space sector to cope with this. The European Space Agency, the European Union and the European Commission share the objective to sustainably support Europe`s space industry, foster its growth and expand its global market share and its economic weight.We know that we can make enormous contributions to our socio-economic development, that we have technologies, talent, and momentum to meet our overall goals: to grow our economies, create jobs, protect our climate, our data, our citizens, our health, education, technological leadership, and, ultimately, the values that we share with so many reliable partners around the world.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New verticalsESA supports a large number of space-based ventures across a wide range of markets that need integrated space solutions. We apply the same approach to other markets and verticals: automotive, energy, climate, agriculture, health, and education – amongst many others.We co-invest in new business and R&D projects to help minimise the risk for private investments and startups. We encourage innovative and disruptive projects to come to fruition, driving private investment and winning public entities as anchor customers. This illustrates a significant paradigm shift of the role of institutions and their contribution: the classical model saw them building proprietary systems from scratch and on their own; they can now leave the investment – or part of it – to the private sector and shift their contribution to becoming an anchor customer and successful user of these systems.The dual use concept benefits both in an inversely proportional manner: governments can access and use cost-efficient and cutting-edge private systems to fulfil their tasks, and private investors can build their architectures and business cases on the bold contribution of governments as anchor customers of these systems.There is no better way to accelerate Europe’s leadership in technology, connectivity, and security; the dual use concept and the close public-private collaboration drive the development of next generation cost-efficient and cyber-secure technologies and systems.ConclusionLet me conclude. Connectivity is the centrepiece, the keystone of our digital economy and society. The arrival of big data, of super, cloud and edge computing; the creation of virtual networks with high performant and smart optical and quantum overlays, the strong combination of cutting-edge hard- and software in space and on Earth; and the overarching need for secure, resilient, and sustainable systems: all this poses major new challenges in front of us.Europe has a strong space sector to cope with this. The European Space Agency, the European Union and the European Commission share the objective to sustainably support Europe`s space industry, foster its growth and expand its global market share and its economic weight.We know that we can make enormous contributions to our socio-economic development, that we have technologies, talent, and momentum to meet our overall goals: to grow our economies, create jobs, protect our climate, our data, our citizens, our health, education, technological leadership, and, ultimately, the values that we share with so many reliable partners around the world.
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